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JUST LISTED!

The team at RE/MAX Hinterland proudly present 'The Easton', an iconic property exuding effortless style and tranquillity

in the heart of Maleny. Meticulously built and styled, this prestigious family home is destined to be a cherished retreat for

generations.* Enjoy uninterrupted views of Maleny's glorious countryside and the mountains beyond!* Sprawling across ¾

of an acre, the French and English inspired cottage gardens envelop the spacious home offering 478m2 of total living

area!* Boasting a media room (or fourth bedroom), private study, glass wine room, and expansive indoor living areas with

gallery ceilings*Entertain in style on the vast outdoor deck overlooking the Swedish Barrel Sauna, pool, and rolling

countryside* Amenities include a gourmet chef's kitchen with Smeg appliances and butler's pantry, master suite with deck

access, and two additional king guest bedrooms.* Features hardwood timber flooring, ducted A/C, feature stone fireplace,

and multiple open-plan living areas both indoors and out.* Soak up the lifestyle in the large saltwater pool or relax in the

Swedish hot rock barrel sauna!* Covered pool cabana, and large deck for outdoor relaxation.* Redback Smart Hybrid solar

system with battery storage, double garage with fitness room, and back-to-base alarm system.* Fully fenced pet-friendly

backyard, sprawling lawns, and mature orchard with a separate level lawn area designed for grass croquet/ tennis*

Indulge in outdoor entertaining with a giant chef's Argentinian fire pit and pergola seating area surrounded by pink

trumpet trees and Japanese maples.* Complete with smart irrigation system, rain gauge sensors, and underground

agricultural pipe for natural property irrigation.* 400sqm under-house workshop area, with double barn doors, tool

racking, workbench, and John Deere ride-on mower.Experience the epitome of luxury living in Maleny with 'The Easton'.

Contact the team at RE/MAX Hinterland today to arrange your private viewing and immerse yourself in the serenity and

sophistication of this extraordinary retreat.Disclaimer: * This property may or may not be marketed with a price and

therefore a price guide cannot always be provided. The website may have filtered the property into a price bracket for

functionality purposes.** Every precaution has been taken to establish the accuracy of the material on this listing and all

information provided has been gathered from sources we deem to be reliable. We cannot however guarantee its accuracy

and interested parties should make and rely on their own enquiries.


